Ski resort Kopřivná
Resort description
Ski resort Kopřivná is located at the foot of the Jeseníky mountain range, near a village called Malá
Morávka. The sports facility is in a cultural and natural preserved zone with the cleanest air in the
Czech republic. It is an ideal place for family holidays where you can fully enjoy sports activities and
well-being in a picturesque countryside of the cleanest Czech mountains.

The ski resort Kopřivná offers four ski slopes with the total length of three kilometres. All ski slopes
are well arranged and wide enough for all skiers. High quality ski conditions are guaranteed by a
system of artificial snowing. Two ski slopes are also equipped by lighting for evening skiing.
Transport of skiers is provided by a modern six-seat ski lift and a ski tow. The resort also owns the
biggest BIG AIR BAG in the Czech republic. A snowpark is at your disposal, as well.
An obvious part of the ski resort is a rental shop, a professional service shop, babysitting service, ski
school or free parking. Right at the slopes, you can get some refreshment in numerous restaurants,
and find accommodation in guest houses and hotels. In the resort you can also visit an adrenalin
snowtubing track. Regular contests and musical concerts take place right at the ski slopes. Snowcat
service rides when visitors can try driving the machine are very popular.
Destinations Moravia and Silesia
Route
Surface

0 km | 0 hours

Activity type Downhill skiing

Film places nearby
Alois Nebel: , GPS: 50.010132,17.317211
Kladivo na čarodějnice: , GPS: 50.066486,17.235538
S tebou mě baví svět: , GPS: 50.074167,17.304444

Stories which happened nearby
Čarodějné kameny: , GPS: 50.068056,17.233611
Moravský ledovec: , GPS: 50.0836111,17.2313889
Omlazující kúra Karlovy Studánky: , GPS: 50.0730927,17.3068596
Za zimní omlazující kúrou do Karlovy Studánky: , GPS: 50.0730927,17.3068596

Recommended places
Hotel Holzberg: , Tel: +420722175749, Email: recepce@holzberg-jeseniky.cz, Adresa: Suchá
Rudná 42, Světlá Hora , GPS: 50.062425,17.3561856
Penzion Pod strání: , Tel: +420721648810, Email: podstrani@email.cz, Adresa: Karlov pod
Pradědem 194, Malá Morávka, GPS: 50.0188142,17.2988644

